
Research is supporting the sound project I am doing for the showcase.

interest sparked from my media foundation where i learnt a lot about sound editing and collage and 
used sound as a major component in my sense tent project 

in first year i played with voice recordings of words and accents. reducing words to sounds, then 
distorting the recordings to a point where they were no longer recognisable as words

sound and visual
https://vimeo.com/83355649

yellow
https://vimeo.com/94236927

what?
https://vimeo.com/122256891

just like any art, sound art can be used to express ideas, convey messages, be used to make 
political statements, social statements, its away of communicating something or nothing.

Initial ideas and questions are:

what is the difference between sound, noise and music

what are the bordering points where one turns into the other

secondary point: difference between speaking, singing, rapping

from initial research cam across some scientific differences

my broad definitions are, sound is what we hear, noise is unwanted sound, music is ordered sound

when you look at the sound waves you would be able to tell the difference without even listening

what actually is sound anyway? vibrations which are processed by your brain

if a tree falls and theres no-one there to hear it does it make a sound? depends what you mean by 
sound.
it makes vibrations, but there are no ears to receive and listen to the vibrations made

artists I am beginning to look at

john cage
particularly his use of non sound. in 4.33 the pianist doesn't play any music, the audience is 
encouraged to listen to the sounds around them. a natural soundscape or music piece.

Samson Young from Hong Kong
politically charged performances and installations 
notable piece called pastoral music
6 hours of silent film of u.s bombing attacks on the middle east
used instruments and objects to create the sounds of the attacks

https://vimeo.com/83355649
https://vimeo.com/94236927
https://vimeo.com/122256891


o superman by
laurie anderson
particularly interested in the voice used as instrument
collaging of one voice
voice edited through technology

susan philipz
uses own voice and samples from a wide range of musicians from bowie to folk music
the work is put in public space and interacts with the architecture 

haroon mirza
london
in some of his installation work he explores the barrier between sound and music
he re purposes or reappropriates films he has taken or youtube videos or other internet found 
media and edits and merges them to create other sounds/ music
quite glitchy aurally and visually

kanye west
using the voice as instrument 
and instrument as vocal
on graduation album

caroline shaw
layering and composition of voices
a capella 

how will i make my sound pieces

i have always used garage band or adobe audition when i had free access to it at college

if i can find a free download or a free trial i may try logic. which is apple’s music production 
software. like garage band but more and better

before i start trying to do art i will begin by figuring out the software and inputting and editing 
sounds if I'm using something new or software i haven't used in a long time. or if i end up using 
garage band i will reacquaint myself with it.

for recording things i will use my phone or a voice recorder a friend has 

i will start off by playing around, trying to turn noise into sounds into music. pinpointing the border 
points between them.

mostly experimental and playing, collaging layers of recording and instruments

i think i will have a better idea of where the project is going once i start playing.

reading

routlege sound studies reader 

the audible past, cultural origins of sound reproductionn by jonathan sterne
techniques of listening



Sound Art and the Sonic Unconscious by CHRISTOPH COX
makes some sound/noise definitions and looks at perception and changes in perception during 
different states, sleeping, illness etc


